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Your Babys First Word Will Be Dada
Snow day! School’s closed! And somewhere out there, a snowball fight is waiting to happen! Comedian and future Tonight Show host Jimmy
Fallon brings the high action and high comedy of winter’s most riotous kid rite of passage to life in brisk, uproarious verse. Snow bunnies and
Fallon fans of all ages will recognize the runny noses, snowball assaults, toboggan shields, and hand-me-down snowsuits that are essential
ingredients of cold-weather fun.
Relaunch of DK's My First series Encourage talking and build vocabulary with this fun first word-and-picture book! My First Words features 17
spreads of objects illustrating first familiar words. Clear word labels accompany each image. Spreads include: All about me/My Body, Around
the house, Food, In the bathroom, In the kitchen, In the garden, In the garage, Animals, Shopping, Things that go, On the farm, Seashore,
Toys, Shapes, Feelings.
Spend the day with a busy baby and her two dads, and learn the words for things you do and see along the way! This innovative first-words
book features labels for objects, actions and sound effects, as well as a fun seek-and-find element.
My First Words Let's Get Talking is fun for you and your toddler learning their first words, now in ebook format. With lots of fun-filled images,
simple questions and things to name, your toddler will love learning first words using this colourful ebook. Read them together, they'll love the
playful images - perfect for reading aloud; identify the goldfish, teddy and car, and even encourage them to choose their favourite pet! Makes
teaching your toddler first words as easy as A B C.
A young, orphaned shapeshifter in a world that fears magic must risk everything if she hopes to save her only friend in Elayne Audrey
Becker's Forestborn, first in a new fantasy series with a timeless feel. Download a FREE sneak peek today! TO BE BORN OF THE FOREST
IS A GIFT AND A CURSE. Rora is a shifter, as magical as all those born in the wilderness—and as feared. She uses her abilities to spy for the
king, traveling under different guises and listening for signs of trouble. When a magical illness surfaces across the kingdom, Rora uncovers a
devastating truth: Finley, the young prince and her best friend, has caught it, too. His only hope is stardust, the rarest of magical elements,
found deep in the wilderness where Rora grew up—and to which she swore never to return. But for her only friend, Rora will face her past and
brave the dark, magical wood, journeying with her brother and the obstinate, older prince who insists on coming. Together, they must survive
sentient forests and creatures unknown, battling an ever-changing landscape while escaping human pursuers who want them dead. With
illness gripping the kingdom and war on the horizon, Finley’s is not the only life that hangs in the balance. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Shares illustrations of familiar foods, toys, and vehicles with readers.
This chunky board book has especially thick flaps for baby to grasp and lift. See and say the names of animals and their babies. Simple
sentences reinforce future language structure. Illustrations include patterns and details to hold babys attention.
Offers photographic illustrations with simple word labels and questions intended to help young readers learn basic vocabulary.

Baby's First Words? features cute illustrations of everyday items and phrases and simple phonetic pronunciations of
words to help children begin tackle the sounds needed to speak. From hello and goodbye to grapes and avocado and to
cat and dog, your infant will learn simple phrases to help them communicate about the things they like most. This
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24-page board book is perfect for your infant who is learning their first words.
Teaches young readers the words for everyday objects.
More than 100 words are introduced by labeled pictures grouped topically under room, kitchen, eating, beach, family,
zoo, and other familiar things and places.
-Perfect for babies and toddlers. -The combination of colorful pictures and simple words help build a child's vocabulary.
Babies and toddlers will have a blast discovering the world in this first encyclopedia! Divided into themes of home,
school, city, farm, ocean, mountains, and jungle, this large format board book teaches young children more than 900
words, perfectly matched with fun, clear illustrations, encouraging interactive learning between parents and their children.
A spread showing a cozy living room features simple text for a door, table, sofa, vacuum, lamp, and dozens more
objects. In a busy classroom, find clearly labeled desks, chairs, books, colored pencils, and anything else children might
encounter at school. On a bright, sunny beach, a seagull, beach towel, sand castle, boat, and more can be found.
Following each themed spread is a corresponding spread with facts and further information to introduce more advanced
learning. Readers will learn that eagles are birds with large wings, that tow trucks help move cars when they're broken,
and that if you go to the mountains in winter, you'll need a jacket. Little ones will build their vocabulary and stimulate their
mind while enjoying colorful art. And with hundreds of people, animals, and objects to discover on its pages, kids will
want to explore Baby Encyclopedia over and over again!
Jimmy Fallon, host of NBC's The Tonight Show, is also a father and his hilarious picture book reveals what everyone
already knows: that fathers wage a secret campaign to ensure that their babies' first word is “Dada!” Here he shows us
just how it's done...
From ‘boat' and ‘car' to ‘apple' and ‘banana' this book provides the youngest readers with the fundamental first words
that will form the foundation of their vocabulary. Babies and toddlers will love the brightly colored images on every page,
and the board book format is the perfect size for little hands to hold.
Young children identify familiar objects in this book of full-color photographs that follow a baby's day from getting up to
going to sleep.
Is your toddler struggling with his or her first words? Discover evidence-based techniques to model, elicit, track, and expand your toddler's
language. Speech language pathologist and bestselling author Kimberly Scanlon specializes in helping toddlers find their voice. And now
she's here to help you build a strong foundation for your toddler's early communication skills. My Toddler's First Words: A Step-by-Step Guide
to Jump-start, Track, and Expand Your Toddler's Language contains step-by-step instructions to stimulate your child's verbal skills. With
expert guidance, you'll discover what to expect from your child's first words and learn to recognize each milestone along their language
development journey. Through Scanlon's interactive book, you'll learn simple speech therapy techniques to catapult your toddler's
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communication skills to the next level. In My Toddler's First Words, you'll discover: - Proven speech therapy techniques and real-world
examples to encourage language growth - Lists of words that tend to develop early on that may be missing from your child's vocabulary - A
systematic approach for tracking progress to pinpoint which activities work best for your toddler - How to coordinate your developmental
efforts with speech language professionals to compound the benefits - Straight answers to your most pressing questions and concerns, and
much, much more! My Toddler's First Words is the must-have interactive workbook for parents and speech professionals alike. If you like
encouragement from experts, structured guides, and actionable steps you can start today, then you'll love Kimberly Scanlon's approachable
how-to companion book. Buy My Toddler's First Words to jumpstart your child's language development today!
Roger Priddy’s Big Board First 100 Words is a perfect children’s book offering simple everyday words for infants and toddlers to develop
their vocabulary. Featuring 100 beautiful color photographs, this tough board book introduces words and phrases of animals, toys, vehicles,
and items used for mealtimes, bathtimes, and bedtimes that are ideal for children aged 2 and up to learn how to read and identify objects.
Kindness begins with babies! Introducing concepts of kindness and compassion at the earliest stages of learning helps the idea stick as little
ones grow. Through simple words, phrases, and bright, beautiful illustrations by Hsinping Pan, Baby’s First Kind Words presents language
and actions that demonstrate affection and caring. Charming art brings the nicest words — such as “help,” “peace,” “welcome,” and
“thanks” — to life for even the littlest children. This sweet board book is a joyful read that parents and their children will return to again and
again.
Age range 0 to 3 This beautiful gift box contains six mini board books with bright colours and drawings, by Michelle Carlslund. The books are
a perfect tool to help children learn basic vocabulary, each accompanied by beautiful illustrations. To keep the collection safely together it
comes with a storage box.
First Words and More from My First Home Learning is an exciting, interactive way to keep children engaged during homeschooling and
distance learning, and curtail the summer slide! Each carry case includes four activity books; filled with drawing and coloring pages,
matching, connect the dots, and much more, as well as stickers to add to the different scenes. Children will love learning a variety of first
words with these four interactive activity books! Young readers can practice key motor skills such as tracing and letter formation, as well as
coloring and counting. Each book has its own sticker sheet to help strengthen hand-eye coordination, too--and make learning even more fun!
My First Home Learning is an exciting, interactive way to keep children engaged during homeschooling and distance or remote learning.
Young readers will strengthen their knowledge of early concepts, such as colors, numbers, letters, and first words, as well as familiarize
themselves with objects and animals in nature and around the home. Engaging photographs and simple prompts make this series an ideal
choice for educational bridge activities.
Parents and friends will love teaching babies their first words with this vibrant board book, all about familiar objects they see around their own
home! Babies will love learning the names of favorite household items and the sounds they make through the glossy, embossed pictures of
this playful and interactive book, packed with first words such as house, garden, kitchen, and more.
From toys to food to animals, introduce your baby to a collection of key first words with this delightful board book. Each new word to learn is
illustrated with a big, colorful photograph, tagged with a simple word label, while little hands will love to explore the smooth, shaped, tactile
page edges.
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking wooden puppet whose nose grew longer whenever he told a lie and who
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wanted more than anything else to become a real boy.As carpenter Master Antonio begins to carve a block of pinewood into a leg for his
table the log shouts out, "Don't strike me too hard!" Frightened by the talking log, Master Cherry does not know what to do until his neighbor
Geppetto drops by looking for a piece of wood to build a marionette. Antonio gives the block to Geppetto. And thus begins the life of
Pinocchio, the puppet that turns into a boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a novel for children by Carlo Collodi is about the mischievous
adventures of Pinocchio, an animated marionette, and his poor father and woodcarver Geppetto. It is considered a classic of children's
literature and has spawned many derivative works of art. But this is not the story we've seen in film but the original version full of harrowing
adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes 40 illustrations.

Winner of the 2010 Non-Fiction National Book Award Patti Smith's evocative, honest and moving coming-of-age story of her
extraordinary relationship with the artist Robert Mapplethorpe
With beautiful, clear pictures that have an eye-catching, raised effect, and lots of bright colours, this baby book will help your little
one learn first words and recognise familiar, real-life objects. You and your baby will enjoy reading aloud the words and pointing at
the delightful, real life photographs together. In Baby's First Words, your little one will discover things they wear - socks and shoes;
fun toys - a teddy and a drum; things from the garden - a flower, ladybird, apple and leaf; and exciting vehicles - a plane and train.
Baby's First Words is a sturdy board book, perfect for children to get hands-on with and will become a firm favourite. This bright,
bold baby book will fulfil your baby's thirst for discovering the world around them.
Little children need to learn a huge amount of vocabulary before they start to read, and one of the best ways to help them is to
share books with them. This book is a perfect vocabulary builder, with over a hundred words, each with a picture. Simply point to a
picture and say the word and your child will soon be picking up new words.
There are over 270 familiar words in this delightfully illustrated book. Themes include animals, food, farm noises, and things that
go.
Teach your baby how to sign. Children can look at the picture, feel the touches, and learn to sign! The book features 25 signs and
first words that your child should be using by age two. And all of this is provided in a sturdy, lightweight board book with touch and
feels on every spread that's just right for little fingers to handle on their own!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “I come from a family forged by tragedies and bound by a remarkable, unbreakable love,”
Hunter Biden writes in this deeply moving memoir of addiction, loss, and survival. When he was two years old, Hunter Biden was
badly injured in a car accident that killed his mother and baby sister. In 2015, he suffered the devastating loss of his beloved big
brother, Beau, who died of brain cancer at the age of forty-six. These hardships were compounded by the collapse of his marriage
and a years-long battle with drug and alcohol addiction. In Beautiful Things, Hunter recounts his descent into substance abuse and
his tortuous path to sobriety. The story ends with where Hunter is today—a sober married man with a new baby, finally able to
appreciate the beautiful things in life.
Welcome to Merriam-Webster Kids! Fall 2021 marks the debut of our new imprint that serves our mission to help kids better
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understand and communicate with the world around them through highly engaging content designed to foster a love of language
and learning from an early age. Our list is small, yet focused; over time you will see it build across all categories and ages that
serve ages 0-12 and the families, teachers, and librarians that support them. Merriam-Webster is storming the category with a 150
first word board book experience grounded in the principles of child development. The interactive experience encourages toddlers'
language learning through the repetition of simple words and phrases, using tried-and-true authoritative language technique,
written by a speech-language pathologist. While most first words books list nouns, our book naturally weaves 150 words around
everyday illustrations readers will recognize from their own daily routines. Along the border of each spread, we've included
photographs of every illustrated item to encourage an additional search-and-find opportunity for parents and their babies. Hosted
by nine ethnically-diverse babies, it's a search-and-find experience that will delight parents and caregivers. Give toddlers the gift of
language with words and short phrases to say all day long, ages 6-18 months. This engaging large-format board book encourages
toddlers' language learning through the repetition of simple words and one-, two-, and three-word phrases for everyday objects
and activities. Under speech development expert Claire Davis's sure hand, dressing, mealtime, playtime, bath time, and all the
other routines of the day become opportunities for babies to learn new words and phrases. Author and speech-language
pathologist Claire Davis uses tried-and-true, authoritative language based on the principles of child development. In a brief
introduction, Davis coaches parents and other caregivers in her proven methods for getting babies talking. Features nine babies of
different ethnic backgrounds and settings from around the world. Each spread includes photographs of babies and everyday
objects alongside illustrated scenes showing them in action-creating a matching game on every page to allow more time for
parents and babies to connect. From the largest team of dictionary editors and writers in America, and one of the largest in the
world, thank-you for supporting us and Merriam-Webster Kids.
Mom, dad, and baby will love our line of books from Sassy, the award-winning and innovative toy company. This book introduces
babies to common first words and is perfect for reading aloud to babies 6 months and up.

Introduce babies to their first animals and foster early language skills with this super-stylish book that combines
photography and contemporary illustrations. The cool, high-contrast design of this book will appeal to parents and
children alike. Packed with babies' favorite animals, from puppies and kittens, to zebras and elephants, but packaged
with style, this book is just right for design-conscious adults and their information-hungry babies. Teach your baby about
first concepts, such as first words, animals, numbers, and more with this colorful and stylish preschool series from DK
that combines photography and contemporary illustrations.
Designed to help babies, toddlers, and preschoolers learn to read. Includes over 50 new and familiar key words.
Everything is . . . MAMA! Jimmy Fallon, one of the most popular entertainers in the world and NBC's Tonight Show host,
was on a mission with his first children's book to have every baby's first word be DADA. And it worked! A lot of babies'
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first words were DADA. However, everything after that was MAMA. So take a lighthearted look at the world from your
baby's point of view as different animals try to teach their children that there are other words in addition to MAMA for
familiar objects and activities.
Jimmy Fallon, host of NBC's The Tonight Show and #1 New York Times bestselling author of Your Baby's First Word Will
Be DADA and Everything Is Mama, returns with a book that teaches new babies the words for the various parts of their
body--This is Baby. Let’s meet... Baby! From Baby’s HEAD to Baby’s TOES, there are so many parts of Baby you
should know. But what’s the most important part of Baby? Jimmy Fallon, one of the most popular entertainers in the
world gives you the facts.
Introduces babies to Spanish through songs, rhymes, and words, and explains how a child learns language in a parents'
guide.
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